Recently Reed-Solomon (RS) codes were shown to possess a repair scheme that supports repair of failed nodes with optimal repair bandwidth. In this paper, we extend this result in two directions. First, we propose a new repair scheme for the RS codes constructed in [Tamo-Ye-Barg, IEEE Transactions on Information Theory, vol. 65, May 2019] and show that our new scheme is robust to erroneous information provided by the helper nodes while maintaining the optimal repair bandwidth. Second, we construct a new family of RS codes with optimal access for the repair of any single failed node. We also show that the constructed codes can accommodate both features, supporting optimal-access repair with optimal error-correction capability.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of efficient erasure correction in various classes of algebraic codes has recently attracted renewed attention because of its links to applications of erasure coding for distributed storage. Compared to the classic setting of erasure correction, efficient functioning of distributed storage systems critically depends on the volume of communication exchanged between the nodes for the purposes of data recovery. The constraint on the amount of communication, termed "repair bandwidth," adds new features to the problem, and has motivated a large amount of research in coding theory in the last decade.
Consider an pn, k, lq array code C over a finite field F , i.e., a collection of codewords c " pc 1 , . . . , c n q, where c i " pc i,0 , c i,1 , . . . , c i,l´1 q T P F l , i " 1, . . . , n. A node c i , i P rns can be repaired from a subset of d ě k helper nodes tc j : j P Ru, R Ď rnsztiu, by downloading β i pRq symbols of F if there are numbers β ij , j P R, functions f ij : F l Ñ F βij , j P R, and a function g i : F ř jPR βij Ñ F l such that c i " g i ptf ij pc j q, j P Ruq for all c " pc 1 , . . . , c n q P C and ÿ jPR β ij " β i pRq.
Codes that we consider form linear spaces over F . If C is not linear over F l , it is also called a vector code, while if it is, it is called scalar to stress the linearity property. A code C is called MDS if any k coordinates tc ji , i " 1, . . . , ku of the codeword suffice to recover its remaining n´k coordinates. In this paper we study the repair problem of scalar MDS codes. It is well known [1] that for any MDS code C (scalar or vector), any i P rns, and any R Ď rnsztiu of cardinality |R| ě k, we have
For an MDS code C, we define the minimum bandwidth of repair of a node from a d-subset R of helper nodes as βpdq " max iPrns min RĂrnsztiu,|R|"d β i pRq. It follows immediately from (1) that β :" βpdq ě l d´k`1 d.
An MDS code that attains the bound (2) with equality is said to afford optimal repair, and a repair scheme that attains this bound is called optimal. Such codes are also termed minimium storage regenerating or MSR codes, and the parameter l is called node size or sub-packetization. Multiple constructions of vector MDS codes with optimal repair are available in the literature, including papers [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] . The basic repair problem of MDS codes has been extended to the case that some of the helper nodes provide erroneous information (or arbitrary nature). Suppose that a subset of e nodes out of d helpers provide erroneous information and define βpd, eq to be the minimum number of symbols needed to repair a failed node in the presence of such errors. It was shown [8] , [9] that for d ě k`2e, βpd, eq ě dl d´2e´k`1 .
A repair scheme that achieves this bound is said to have optimal error correction capability. Constructions of MDS array codes with optimal error correction capability are presented, for instance, in [4] . Another parameter of erasure codes for distributed storage that affects the system performance is the so-called access, or input-output cost of repair. Indeed, while the code may support parsimonious exchange between the helper nodes and the repair center, generation of the symbols to be transmitted from the helper node may require reading the entire contents of the node (trivial access), which increases delays in the system. The smallest number of symbols accessed on each of the helper nodes in an MSR code is l{pd´k`1q, and such codes are said to have the optimal access property. Advantages of having this property are well recognized in the literature starting with [10] , and a number of papers were devoted to constraints that it imposes on the code parameters such as sub-packetization [11] , [12] . Many families of MSR codes including early constructions in [3] , [13] as well as code families for general parameters in [4] , [5] , [14] , [15] have the optimal access property.
The optimal-access repair and optimal error correction capability can be combined. According to (3) , we say that a code family/repair scheme have both properties if repair can be performed in the presence of e errors, while the number of symbols accessed on each of the helper nodes equals 1{pd´2e´k`1q proportion of the contents of each of d helper nodes.
While the aforementioned papers mostly deal with vector codes, in this paper we focus on the repair problem for scalar MDS codes, more specifically, for Reed-Solomon (RS) codes. This code family continues to attract attention in multiple aspects of theoretical research (list decoding of variants of RS codes, locally recoverable codes, to name a few) and it is also one of the most used coding methods in a vast variety of practical systems. The first work to isolate and advance the repair problem for RS codes was [16] which itself followed and developed the ideas in [17] . In [16] , the authors view each coordinate of RS codes as a vector over some subfield and characterize linear repair schemes of RS codes over this subfield. For RS codes (and more generally for scalar codes), the node size l is defined as the degree of extension of the symbol field over the subfield. Following [16] , several papers attempted to optimize the repair bandwidth of RS codes [18] , [19] , [20] . A family of optimal-repair RS codes in the case of repairing a single failed node as well as multiple nodes was constructed in [21] . Later this construction was extended to the case of the rack-aware storage model, resulting in a family of codes with optimal repair of a single node [15] , and this problem was addressed again in [22] .
In this paper we address two problems related to RS repair, namely, (i) repair schemes of RS codes with optimal error correction, and (ii) RS codes with optimal-access repair.
Error correction during repair of failed storage nodes was previously only considered for vector codes [8] , [9] , [4] . The problem of low-access RS codes was studied in [23] - [25] . In particular, the last of these works analyzed the access (input/output) cost of the family of RS codes of [21] , providing an estimate of this parameter, but stopping short of achieving optimal access. Our main results provide a solution to problems (i)-(ii). Specifically, we construct a repair scheme for RS codes in [21] that has optimal error correction capability (i.e., attains the bound (3)), and we also construct a family of RS codes with optimal access repair for any single failed node. Additionaly, we prove that the constructed codes can be furnished with a repair scheme that supports both optimal error correction and optimal-access repair.
Apart from this, we also show that any scalar MDS code with optimal repair of a single node from d helpers, k ď d ď n´1, affords a repair scheme with optimal access, and this includes the RS codes in [21] .
While our arguments do not provide an explicit construction, we give a combinatorial search procedure, showing that it exists for any scalar MSR code. The resulting optimal access codes have the same subpacketization as the original MDS codes.
The constructions are technically involved, and we begin in Sec. II with illustrating them in an example. The three sections that follow it are devoted to the results described above.
II. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE
In this section, we construct an RS code together with a repair scheme that can recover its first node with both optimal access and optimal error correction capability.
A. Preliminaries

1) :
We begin with some standard definitions. Recall that a generalized RS code (GRS code) of length n and dimension k over a finite field F is obtained by fixing a set of n distinct evaluation points Ω :" tα 1 , α 2 , . . . , α n u Ă F and a vector pv 1 , . . . , v n q P pF˚q n with no zero coordinates. Then the GRS code is the set of vectors
In particular, if pv 1 , . . . , v n q " p1, . . . , 1q, then the GRS code is called the Reed-Solomon (RS) code and is denoted by RS F pn, k, Ωq. It is a classic fact that the dual code pRS F pn, k, Ωqq K is GRS F pn, n´k, v, Ωq, where v P pF˚q n is some vector. In particular, if c " pc 1 , . . . , c n q P F n is a vector such that ř n i"1 c i hpα i q " 0 for every polynomial hpxq of degree ď k´1, then c is contained in a GRS F code of dimension n´k. Rephrasing this, we have the following obvious proposition that will be frequently used below. Proposition 1. Let c " pc 1 , . . . , c n q P F n and suppose that ř n i"1 c i α t i " 0 for all t " 0, 1, . . . , k´1. Then the vector c is contained in a code GRS F pn, n´k, v, Ωq, where v P pF˚q n and Ω " tα 1 , . . . , α n u.
Let E be an algebraic extension of F of degree s. The trace mapping tr E{F is given by x Þ Ñ 1`x |F |x |F | 2`¨¨¨`x |F | s´1 . For any basis γ 0 , . . . , γ s´1 of E over F there exists a trace-dual basis δ 0 , . . . , δ s´1 , which satisfies tr E{F pγ i δ j q " ½ ti"ju for all pairs i, j. For an element x P E the coefficients of its expansion in the basis pγ i q are found using the dual basis, specifically, x " ř s´1 i"0 tr E{F pxδ i qγ i . As a consequence, for any basis pδ i q the mapping E Ñ F s given by x Þ Ñ ptrpxδ i q, i " 0, . . . , s´1q is a bijection.
2) : Before we define the RS code that will be considered below, let us fix the parameters of the repair scheme. We attempt to repair a failed node using information from d helper nodes. Suppose that at most e of them provide erroneous information. Assume that d´2e ě k, and let s :" d´2e´k`1. Let F be a finite field of size |F | ě n´1. Choose a set of distinct evaluation points Ω :" tα 1 , α 2 , . . . , α n u such that α i P F for all 2 ď i ď n and α 1 is an algebraic element of degree s over F . Let E :" F pα 1 q. Consider the code C :" RS E pn, k, Ωq.
In this section we present a repair scheme of the code C that can repair the first node of C over the field F ; in other words, we represent the coordinates of C as s-dimensional vectors over F in some basis of E over F. Thus, the node size of this code is s. We note that the code C represented in this way is still a scalar code. The repair scheme presented below has the following two properties:
. . , v n α t n f pα nP C K . This implies that for all t P T v 1 α t 1 f pα 1 qc 1`v2 α t 2 f pα 2 qc 2`¨¨¨`vn α t n f pα n qc n " 0, but f pα 1 q " 0, so taking the trace, we obtain α t 2 f pα 2 q trpv 2 c 2 q`¨¨¨`α t n f pα n q trpv n c n q " 0, t P T.
By Proposition 1, this implies that the vectors pf pα 2 q trpv 2 c 2 q, . . . , f pα n q trpv n c nare contained in a GRS code of length n´1 with n´s´k parities.
The GRS code identified in this proposition can be punctured to any subset R of d coordinates, retaining the dimension and the MDS property. This means that the punctured code is capable of correcting any e " pd´s´k`1q{2 errors. Therefore, as long as no more than e helper nodes provide incorrect information, we can always recover ptrpv 2 c 2 q, . . . , trpv n c nby acquiring a subset ttrpv ij c ij q, j " 1, . . . , du from any d helper nodes and correcting the errors based on any decoding procedure of the underlying MDS code. Finally note that the case s " n´k can be added trivially because then d " n´1 and e " 0, so all the helper nodes provide accurate information, and no error correction is required (or possible).
C. Optimal access property
Following the discussion in the first part of this section, we show that the code C " RS E pn, k, Ωq defined above supports optimal-access repair of the node c 1 . In this part we assume that the helper nodes provide accurate information about their contents, and we do not attempt error correction.
To represent the code, we choose a pair of trace-dual bases pb i q, pbi q of E over F, where we assume w.l.o.g. that b 0 " 1. Next, represent the ith coordinate of the code, i P t1, . . . , nu, using the basis pv´i i b m , m " 0, . . . , s´1q, where pv 1 , . . . , v n q is defined by the code C K . Namely, for a codeword c P C we have
where c i,m P F for all m " 0, 1, . . . , s´1. We assume that each storage node contains the vector pc i,0 , c i,1 , . . . , c i,s´1 q.
As discussed above, the value c 1 can be recovered from any d-subset of the set of elements ttrpv i c i q, j " 2, . . . , nu. Further, for all i " 2, . . . , n and m " 0, . . . , s´1 we have trpv i c i b m q " c i,m , so in particular,
Thus, to repair c 1 it suffices to access and download a single symbol c i,0 from the chosen subset of d helper nodes. According to the bound (1), the minimum number of symbols downloaded from a helper node for optimal repair is the p1{sqth proportion of the node's contents. Overall this shows that the repair scheme considered above has the optimal access property.
The above discussion sets the stage for constructing RS codes with optimal-access repair for each of the n coordinates. Namely, we took a basis 1, b 1 , . . . , b s´1 of E over F and represented each c i in the basis pv´1 i bi q. The only element of the helper coordinate that we access and download is c i,0 . For more complicated constructions of RS codes, e.g., the ones constructed in [21] and below in the paper, we assume that E is an l-degree extension of F . The known repair schemes require to download elements of the form trpv i c i a 0 q, trpv i c i a 1 q, . . . , trpv i c i a pl{sq´1 q, where a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a pl{sq´1 are linearly independent over F . In this case, we can extend the set a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a pl{sq´1 to a basis pb i q of E over F. Following the approach in (7) , we store the code coordinate c i as the vector of its coefficients pc i,0 , c i,1 , . . . , c i,l´1 q in the dual basis pbi , i " 0, . . . , l´1q of the basis pb i q. Since c i,m " trpv i c i a m q for all m " 0, 1, . . . , l{s´1, this choice of the basis enables one to achieve optimal access. This idea underlies the construction presented below in Sec. IV-A.
D. Optimal access with error correction
Thus far, we have assumed that errors are absent for optimal-access repair. To complete the picture, we address the case of codes with both optimal access and optimal error correcting capability for the repair of node c 1 . It is easily seen that both properties can be combined. Indeed, since trpv i c i q " c i,0 for all i " 2, . . . , n, and since by Proposition 2 these elements form a codeword of a GRS code, it is immediately clear that c 1 can be repaired with optimal error correction capability and optimal access. To enable this property for any c i , below we add extra features to the general repair scheme with optimal access. Specifically, error correction and optimal access are based on two different structures supported by the code. We show that it is possible to realize the error-correction structure in an extension field located between the base field and the symbol field of the code. Further reduction to the base field enables us to perform repair with optimal access. These ideas are implemented in detail in Sec. IV-B below. [21] In this section we propose a new repair scheme for the optimal-repair family of RS codes of [21] that supports the optimal error correction capability.
III. ENABLING ERROR CORRECTION FOR REPAIR OF RS CODES OF
A. Preliminaries
We begin with briefly recalling the definition of the subfamily of RS codes of [21] . The construction depends on the number of helper nodes d used for the purpose of repair of a single node, k ď d ď n´1.
Definition 1 ([21]
). Let p be a prime, let s :" d´k`1, and let p 1 , . . . , p n be distinct primes that satisfy the condition p i " 1 mod s, i " 1, . . . , n, Let C :" RS K pn, k, Ωq be a Reed-Solomon code, where As shown in [21] , this code supports optimal repair of any node i from any set of d helper nodes in rnsztiu. Below we use this construction, choosing the value of s based not only on the number of helpers but also on the target number of errors tolerated by the repair procedure.
In this section we consider an RS code C given by Def. 1, where we take s " d´2e´k`1. For this code we will present a new repair scheme that has the property of optimal error correction. This repair scheme as well as the original repair scheme developed in [21] rely on the following lemma: Lemma 1) . Let F be a finite field. Let r be a prime such that r " 1 mod s for some s ě 1. Let α be an element of degree r over F and β be of degree s over the field F pαq. Let K " F pα, βq be the extension field of degree rs. Consider the F -linear subspace S of dimension r with the basis
) .
Then S`Sα`¨¨¨`Sα s´1 " K, and this is a direct sum.
Without loss of generality, we only present the repair scheme for the first node c 1 , and all the other nodes can be repaired in the same way (this is different from the previous section where the code was designed to support optimal repair only of the node c 1 ). The scheme is complicated, and we take time to develop it, occasionally repeating similar arguments more than once rather than compressing the presentation.
The repair of c 1 is conducted over the field F 1 :" F p pα 2 , α 3 , . . . , α n q. It is clear that F " F 1 pα 1 q and K " Fpβq, where deg F1 pα 1 q " p 1 and deg F pβq " s. Below we use tr " tr K{F1 to denote the trace mapping from K to F 1 .
Define the set
Clearly, |E 1 | " p 1 , and we write the elements in E 1 as e 0 , e 1 , . . . , e p1´1 . Then Lemma 3 implies that the set of elements te i α j 1 : i " 0, . . . , p 1´1 , j " 0, . . . , s´1u
forms a basis of K over F 1 . Let C K " GRS K pn, n´k, v, Ωq be the dual code. For every codeword pc 1 , . . . , c n q P C we have
Multiplying by e i on both sides of the equation and evaluating the trace, we obtain the relation
where the second equality follows since α j P F 1 for all 2 ď j ď n. Therefore, the elements
Thus knowing the values of ttrpe i v j c j q : 2 ď j ď n, 0 ď i ď p 1´1 u suffices to find the set of elements
Since the set (9) forms a basis of K over F 1 , the set te i v 1 α t : 0 ď i ď p 1´1 , 0 ď t ď s´1u also forms a basis of K over F 1 , and therefore we can recover c 1 from (11). In conclusion, to recover c 1 , it suffices to know the set of elements ttrpe i v j c j q : 2 ď j ď n, 0 ď i ď p 1´1 u.
B. The repair scheme
For j " 2, 3, . . . , n define the vector r j :" ptrpe i v j c j q, i " 0, . . . , p 1´1 q. In this section we design invertible linear transformations M j that send these vectors to a set of vectors z j that support error correction. The following proposition underlies our repair scheme. Proposition 4. Consider the set of vectors z j " pz j,0 , z j,1 , . . . , z j,p1´1 q, j " 2, 3, . . . , n defined by
where M 2 , . . . , M n are invertible matrices of order p 1 . Suppose that for every i " 0, 1, . . . , p 1´1 , the vector pz 2,i , z 3,i , . . . , z n,i q is contained in an MDS code of length n´1 and dimension s`k´1. Then there is a repair scheme of the code C that supports recovery of the node c 1 with optimal error correction capability.
Note that, by the closing remark in Sec. II-B, it suffices to assume that s ă n´k.
Proof. If pz 2 , z 3 , . . . , z n q is a codeword in an MDS array code of length n´1 and dimension s`k´1, then the punctured codeword pz j : j P Rq is contained in an MDS array code of length d " |R| and dimension s`k´1 " d´2e, and such the code can correct any e errors.
To repair the failed node c 1 , we download p 1 -dimensional vectorsr j , j P R, where R Ă rnszt1u, |R| " d is a set of d helper nodes. For all but e or fewer values of j, we haver j " r j . The repair scheme consists of the following steps:
Find the vectors z j , j P R using the error correction procedures of the underlying MDS codes, (iii) For every i " 0, . . . , p 1´1 use the d-subset tz j,i , j P Ru to recover the codeword pz 2,i , z 3,i , . . . , z n,i q, (iv) Find the vectors r T j " M´1 j z T j , j " 2, . . . , n´1 and finally recover c 1 .
Step (ii) is justified by the fact that, by assumption, at most e of the elementsẑ j are incorrect. In step (iii) we rely on the fact that d symbols of the MDS codeword suffice to recover the remaining n´1´d symbols, and in step (iv) we use invertibility of the matrices M j and recover c 1 using (10), (11) .
The total number of downloaded symbols of F 1 equals p 1 d, and it is easy to verify that the repair bandwidth of our scheme meets the bound (3) with equality.
Why do we need the matrices M j and why were they not involved in the example in Sec. II-B? The answer is related to the fact that we need to remove the failed node from consideration and obtain a codeword of the MDS code that contains all the other nodes. In the example the degree of the minimal polynomial of α 1 , denoted f pxq, is s ă n´k, so the evaluations of x t f are dual codewords (see (6) in Prop. 2). This implies that the downloaded symbols form a codeword in an MDS code over F which supports error correction. Importantly, this codeword does not involve the erased coordinate.
Switching to the RS codes of [21] considered here, the element α 1 is of degree p 1 over the repair field F pα 2 , . . . , α n q, and generally p 1 ą n´k´1, so the minimal polynomial of α 1 is not a dual codeword. This requires us to modify the above idea. In general terms, we will find suitable elements of the set E 1 such that Eq. (10) yields linear relations between the entries of the form trpe i v j c j q. The coefficients of these relations form the rows of the matrix M j .
C. The matrices M j
In this section we will construct the matrices M j and the vector z j , and also prove the full rank condition. Rather than writing the expressions at this point in the text, We proceed in stages, by deriving p 1 linear relations involving components of the vectors on both sides of (12). (the notation is rather complicated and would not be intuitive; if desired, the reader may nevertheless consult Sec. III-D, particularly, Eq.(27)).
1) The first p 1´s´1 relations: (13) is a codeword in a GRS code of length n´1 and dimension s`k´1.
Proof. Let us write (10) for e i of the form e i " β u α u`qs
Changing the variable pt`u´sq Þ Ñ t in the above equation, we obtain that for every u " 0, 1, . . . , s´1,
t " u´s, u´s`1, . . . , u´s`n´k´1.
Since s´1 č u"0 tu´s, u´s`1, . . . , u´s`n´k´1u " t´1, 0, 1, . . . , n´k´s´1u,
we have
Taking the cue from (18), let us sum these equations on u " 0, 1, . . . , s´1, and we obtain
1 ď t ď n´k´s´1.
Turning to (8) again, let us substitute the element
From (19) and (20) we deduce the equality
for 0 ď t ď n´k´s´1. By Proposition 1, the proof is complete.
3) The remaining s relations: Following the plan outlined in Sec. III-B, we have constructed p 1´s vectors z j , listed in (13) and (16) . In order to find the remaining s linear combinations of the elements r i,j , we develop the idea used in the example in Sec. II-B.
We begin with introducing some notation. Let f pxq be the minimal polynomial of
Proposition 7. For every h " 0, 1, . . . , s´1, the vectoŕ
23)
is contained in a GRS code of length n´1 and dimension s`k´1.
The proof of this proposition is rather long and technical, and is given in Appendix A.
Concluding, expressions (13), (16) , and (23) yield p 1 linear combinations of the elements ptrpe 0 v j c j q, trpe 1 v j c j q, . . . , trpe p1´1 v j c jfor every j P t2, 3, . . . , nu. It is these linear combinations that we denote by z j " pz j,0 , z j,1 , . . . , z j,p1´1 q in (12) . We have shown that for every i P t0, 1, . . . , p 1´1 u, the vector pz 2,i , z 3,i , . . . , z n,i q is contained in an MDS code of length n´1 and dimension s`k´1. The next subsection treats the remaining part of the assumptions in Proposition (4) above.
D. The linear transforms M j are invertible
The object of this section is to show that the mapping
In other words, we will show that rankpM j q " p 1 for all j. Let us first simplify the notation. Recall the set E 1 " te 0 , e 1 , . . . , e p1´1 u in (8) and let us order its elements in the order of increase of the powers of α 1 :
Using the notation r i,j " trpe i v j c j q introduced above, the vectors in (13) can be written as pα s j r u`qs,j´ru`qs`s,j , j " 2, . . . , nq for 0 ď u ď s´1 and 0 ď q ď p 1´1 s´2 .
or, writing i " u`qs, as pα s j r i,j´ri`s,j , j " 2, . . . , nq for 0 ď i ď p 1´s´2 .
Similarly, the vector in (16) can be written aś s´1 ÿ u"0 α s´u j r u`p1´s´1,j´rp1´1,j , j " 2, . . . , n¯,
and the vectors in (23) can be written aś
For a fixed value of j, the entries in (24)-(26) form the vector z j " pz j,0 , z j,1 , . . . , z j,p1´1 q, and we list its coordinates according to the chosen order: z j,i :" α s j r i,j´ri`s,j for 0 ď i ď p 1´s´2 , z j,p1´s´1 :" 
Our objective is to show that the linear mapping pr 0,j , r 1,j , . . . , r p1´1,j q Mj Ñ pz j,0 , z j,1 , . . . , z j,p1´1 q is invertible. This will follow once we show that its kernel is trivial, i.e., that if pz j,0 , z j,1 , . . . , z j,p1´1 q is the all-zeros vector, then so is pr 0,j , r 1,j , . . . , r p1´1,j q. If z j,i " α s j r i,j´ri`s,j " 0 for 0 ď i ď p 1´s´2 , then r u`qs,j " α s j r u`pq´1qs,j "¨¨¨" α qs j r u,j for 0 ď u ď s´1 and 1 ď q ď p 1´1 s´1 .
(28)
Using (28) in the expression for z j,p1´s`h , 0 ď h ď s´1, we obtain the following s relations:
where the second equality follows from (22) . Using (28) in the expression for z j,p1´s´1 , we obtain
Since we assumed that the z-vector is zero, coordinates z p1´u , u " s`1, s, . . . , 1 that appear in (29), (30) are zero. Writing these conditions in matrix form using the above order, we obtain
We aim to show that the above matrix is invertible.
Recall that f pxq is the minimal polynomial of α 1 and from (22), f pxq`f 0 pxq " x p1 . Since f pxq is irreducible over F 1 and α j P F 1 , we have f pα j q ‰ 0 for all j " 2, . . . , n.
Multiplying the first row of the matrix in (31) by α j and then subtracting the second row from the first row, we obtain »
Since f pα j q ‰ 0, we can use elementary row operations to erase the first column, obtaining
Proceeding analogously, let us multiply the second row of this matrix by α j and then subtract the third row from the second one to obtain »
As above, we can eliminate all the nonzeros in the second column except for f pα j q, and so on. In the end we obtain the matrix diagpf pα j q, . . . , f pα j q,´α s j q with nonzero diagonal. This proves that the matrix in (31) is invertible. Therefore, r 0,j " r 1,j "¨¨¨" r s´1,j " r p1´1,j " 0. Combining this with (28), we conclude that r i,j " 0 for all 0 ď i ď p 1´1 . This proves that the matrices M j , j " 2, . . . , n in (12) are invertible, providing the last missing element to the justification of the repair scheme with optimal error correction.
IV. A FAMILY OF OPTIMAL-ACCESS RS CODES
In this section, we construct a new family of RS codes that is similar to the construction in [21] but affords repair with optimal access.
The input-output cost of node repair for the RS codes of [21] was analyzed in [25] for d " n´1. According to (2) , in this case the minimum access cost per helper node equals l n´k . The authors of [25] showed that it is possible to adjust the repair scheme so that the access cost is p1`n´k´1 pi q l n´k , i.e., at most twice the optimal value. However, more is true: namely, it turns out that any fixed node in the construction of [21] (Def. 1) can be repaired with optimal access. This observation, which is the starting point of the new construction, is based on the fact that it is possible to construct a basis of the field K over the base field that reduces the access cost of the repair of the chosen node. If the option of choosing the basis for each erased node were available, we could use the arguments in Sec. II-C to perform repair with optimal access. The difficulty arises because this would entail rewriting the storage contents, which should be avoided. To address this issue, we construct the code over a field that contains n elements β i instead of a single element β, and this supports efficient repair of any single failed node. This idea is developed below.
A. New construction
Consider the following sequence of algebraic extensions of F p : let K 0 " F p and for i " 1, . . . , n let
where α i is an algebraic element of degree p i over F p and β i is an element of degree s " d´k`1 over F i . In the end we obtain the field K :" K n " F p pα 1 , . . . , α n , β 1 , . . . β n q.
We still assume that p 1 , . . . , p n are distinct primes satisfying the condition p i " 1 mod s for all i " 1, . . . , n. Consider the code C :" RS K pn, k, Ωq, where as before, the set of evaluation points is given by Ω " tα 1 , . . . , α n u. We will show that the code C affords optimal-access repair. The repair scheme follows the general approach of [16] and its implementation in [21] . Let c " pc 1 , . . . , c n q P C be a codeword. Suppose that the node i has failed (coordinate c i is erased), and we would like to repair it from a set of helper nodes R Ď t1, . . . , nuztiu with |R| " d. Let hpxq " ź jPt1,...,nuzpRYtiuq px´α j q.
Clearly, we have degpx t hpxqq ă n´k for t " 0, . . . , s´1. Therefore, for some nonzero vector v " pv 1 , . . . , v n q, we have pv 1 α t 1 hpα 1 q, . . . , v n α t n hpα nP C K for t " 0, . . . , s´1, where C K " GRS K pn, k, v, Ωq. In other words, we have v i α t i hpα i qc i "´n ÿ j"1 j‰i v j α t j hpα j qc j , t " 0, . . . , s´1.
The repair scheme in [21] as well as in this paper relies on this set of s dual codewords to recover the value of c i . Remark 1. The dual codewords x t hpxq have zero values in the complement of the setR :" R Y tiu. In other words, they are contained in the shortened code pC K qR of the dual code. Thinking dually, we can start with the code C K and construct a repair scheme for its coordinates based on the punctured code CR (coordinate projection of C onR). This approach is equivalent to the scheme used in [21] and in this paper because ppC K qRq K -CR.
Let us establish a few simple properties of the tower of fields defined above in (32), (33).
Lemma 8. The extension degrees in the field tower F p " K 0 Ă¨¨¨Ă K i Ă¨¨¨Ă K n " K are as follows:
Proof. The proof is obvious from the definition: for each i we adjoin two elements α i , β i to K i´1 , and their degrees over K i´1 are coprime, so they contribute sp i to the result.
We will use an explicit form of the basis of K over F p . For m " 0, . . . , l´1, let us write m " pm n , m n´1 , . . . , m 1 ,m n ,m n´1 , . . . ,m 1 q
where m i " 0, . . . , p i´1 andm i " 0, . . . , s´1 for i " 1, . . . , n.
Lemma 9. Let
A " ta m :"
Then A is a basis for K over F p .
Proof. By co-primality, for i " 1, . . . , n we have deg Ki´1 pα i q " p i , and by construction, we have deg Fi pβ i q " s. Thus, the elements a m , m " 0, . . . , l´1 are linearly independent over F p . Then the set B :" tb m | m " 0, . . . , l´1u is a basis of K over F p . Furthermore, for i " 1, . . . , n, let A i " ta m P A | pm i ,m i q " p0, 0qu and B i " tb m P B | pm i ,m i q " p0, 0qu, then
Proof. Since |B| " l, to prove that B is a basis it suffices to show that the elements a m can be expressed as linear combinations of the elements in B. Let J Ă rns and let ApJq " ta m P A : pm j , m j q " ps´1, p j1 q, j P J; pm j , m j q ‰ ps´1, p j´1 q, j R Ju. We argue by induction on |J|. If m is such that J " H, then a m P B, and there is nothing to prove. Now assume that for all J Ă rns, |J| ď J´1 the elements a m are linearly generated by the elements in B, and let m be such that |J| " J. We have Multiplying out the sums on right-hand side, we note that the term with all t i " s´1 equals a m , while the remaining terms contain fewer than J factors of the form α pj u´1 ju β s´1 ju . Each of such terms is contained in some ApJq with |J| ď J´1, and is linearly generated by the elements b m by the induction hypothesis. This implies that a m is also expressible as a linear combination of the elements in B.
To prove the second claim, note that Span Fp A i Ě Span Fp B i . Therefore, to show that Span Fp A i " Span Fp B i , it suffices to show that for any a " 0, . . . , n´1 and any J Ď t1, . . . , nuztiu, the set A i pJq can be generated linearly by the set B i . This proof amounts essentially to the same calculation as above, and will be omitted.
The role of the basis pb m q is to eliminate as many terms on the right-hand side of (34) as possible. To repair the node c i we use the dual basis pbmq of pb m q, writing
Below tr " tr K{Fp denotes the absolute trace. Lemmas 8 and 3 immediately imply the following.
Proposition 11. For i " 1, . . . , n, there exists vector space S i over K i´1 such that dim Ki´1 S i " p i and S i`Si α i`¨¨¨`Si α s´1 i " K i . Furthermore, a basis for S i over K i´1 is given by
.
We continue with the description of the repair scheme where we left in (34). As a remark, below we write the scheme over F p rather than over its extensions (the latter approach was chosen in [21] ). Multiplying both sides of (34) by ś n i 1 "1 e i 1 ś n j 1 ‰i α t j 1 j 1 , where e i 1 P E i 1 and t j 1 " 0, . . . , s´1, and evaluating the trace, we obtain tr´n ź
On account of Proposition 11 and the fact that v i hpα i q ‰ 0, the set ! n ź
where e i 1 P E i 1 , i 1 P rns; t " 0, . . . , s´1; t j 1 " 0, . . . , s´1, j 1 P rnsztiu, is a basis of K over F p . Therefore, we can recover c i once we know the right-hand side of (37). For j P R, from (36) we have
From (39), we see that in order to recover c i we need to access only those symbols c j,m for which
Now, the element ś n i 1 ‰i e i 1 ś n j 1 ‰i α t j 1 j 1 α t j hpα j q does not include α i , β i , and thus it can be written as an F p -linear combination of the elements in the set A i . By Lemma 10, it can further be expressed as an F plinear combination of the elements in the set B i . Therefore, the elements ś n i 1 "1 e i 1 ś n j 1 ‰i α t j 1 j 1 α t j hpα j q for e i 1 P E i 1 and t j 1 " 0, . . . , s´1 can be linearly generated over F p by the set
Since B and B˚are dual bases,
It follows that to calculate the left hand side of (37), we need to access ř eiPEi |e i B i | " p i l{sp i " l{s symbols on each helper node j P R, which implies that the node c i affords optimal-access repair.
In conclusion, we note that the repair scheme of each of the nodes i relies on its own element β i . Looking back at the construction of [21] , Sec. III above, it contains one such β. Thus, these codes can be furnished with a repair scheme that has the optimal access property for any one (fixed) node in the encoding; see also the discussion at the end of Sec. II-C.
B. Error correction with optimal access
In this section we present a repair scheme of the RS codes defined in the beginning of Sec. IV-A that supports both the optimal access and optimal error correction properties. The scheme relies on a combination of ideas of Sections IV-A and III. A full presentation of the proof would require us to repeat the arguments in Sec. III-C; we shall instead confine ourselves to pointing to the similarity of the starting point and argue that once this is recognized, the remaining part is reproduced directly following the proof in Sec. III-C.
Let us modify the construction of RS codes of Sec. IV-A as follows. Let us assume that the number of helper nodes is d. We will construct our RS code over the symbol field K " F p pα 1 , . . . , α n , β 1 , . . . , β n q (33), where as before, deg Ki´1 pα i q " p i but deg Fi pβ i q " s :" d´2e´k`1. Define the code C :" RS K pn, k, Ωq, where Ω " tα 1 , . . . , α n u.
Without loss of generality suppose that the failed node is the first one and let R Ď t2, 3, . . . , nu with |R| " d, 2e`k ď d ď n´1 be the subset of helper nodes. Consider a basis of K over F p given by
That this is a basis is apparent from (38). Next, note that pv 1 α t 1 , . . . , v n α t n q P C K for some v " pv 1 , . . . , v n q P pK˚q n and for t " 0, . . . , n´k´1. Therefore, for every λ P Λ we have
Let G 1 :" F p pα 2 , α 3 , . . . , α n q. Evaluating the trace tr K{G1 on both sides of the above equation, we obtain
The repair scheme for the code C is based on (40) in exactly the same way as the repair scheme of Proposition 4 is based on (10) . Namely, suppose that there are invertible linear transformations that map the vectors ptr K{G1 pλv j c j q, λ P Λq, j " 2, 3, . . . , n to codevectors in an MDS code of length n´1 and dimension s`k´1. Then it is possible to correct e errors in the information collected from the helper nodes upon puncturing of this code to any d coordinates in the same way as is done in Proposition 4. Thus, the main step is to prove existence of such transformations. Here we observe that the terms involved in (40) are formed of e 1 times the remaining factors in λ. The element e 1 plays the same role as e i in (10), and the multiplier in front of it in λ does not affect the proof. For this reason, the required proof closely follows the proof in Sec. III-C, and we do not repeat it here. Thus, the vectors ptr K{G1 pλv j c j q, λ P Λq, j P R suffice to recover the value of the failed node. We argue that these values can be calculated by accessing the smallest possible number of symbols on the helper nodes, and thus support the claim of optimal access. Let B " pb m q be the basis of K over F p defined in Lemma 10, let B˚" pbmq be its dual basis, and let B 1 " tb m P b|pm 1 ,m 1 q " p0, 0qu. From (36), for every λ P Λ and all j " 2, 3, . . . , n we have the equality
Let Γ be a basis for G 1 over F p . Then from the above equation, for every γ P Γ we have tr G1{Fp pγ tr K{G1 pλv j c j" tr G1{Fp´γ tr K{G1´λ l´1 ÿ m"0 bm¯¯c i,m .
Since γ P G 1 and tr G1{Fp˝t r K{G1 " tr K{Fp , it follows that
Note that the elements γλ " γ ś n i"1 e i ś n j"2 α tj j can be written as F p -linear combinations of the elements in the set Ť e1PE1 e 1 B 1 Ď B. By the duality of B and B˚, the number of symbols that each helper node accesses to calculate the left hand side of (41) equals | Ť e1PE1 e 1 B 1 | " l{s, which, as remarked in the introduction, is the smallest possible number of symbols. Further, since Γ is a basis of G 1 over F p , we can recover tr K{G1 pλv j c j q from the set ttr K{Fp pγλv j c j q | γ P Γu.
Finally, evaluating the trace tr G1{Fp on both sides of (40), we obtain tr K{Fp pλv 1 α t 1 c 1 q "´n ÿ j"2 tr G1{Fp pα t j tr K{G1 pλv j c j qq, t " 0, . . . , s´1.
Since the set tλv 1 α t 1 | λ P Λ; t " 0, . . . , s´1u forms a basis for K over F p , we conclude from (42) that we can perform optimal error correction for the code C with optimal access. As a final remark, the locations of the entries accessed on each helper node depend only on the index of the failed node, and are independent of the index of the helpers.
V. EVERY SCALAR MSR CODE AFFORDS OPTIMAL-ACCESS REPAIR
This section is devoted to establishing the claim in the title. We begin with a discussion of repair schemes with a particular property of having constant repair subspaces and use it to show that every MSR code with this property can be repaired with optimal access. In the last part of the section we remove this assumption, establishing the general result, which is stated as follows.
Theorem 12. Let C be an pn, kq scalar MDS code over a finite field K of length n such that any single failed node can be optimally repaired from any subset of d helper nodes, k`1 ď d ď n´1 with optimal repair bandwidth. Then there exists an explicit procedure that supports optimal-access repair of any single node from any subset of d helpers, k`1 ď d ď n´1.
A. Constant repair subspaces
Observe that the repair scheme presented above in Sec. IV has the property that for a given index of the failed node i, the procedure for recovering the node contents does not depend on the chosen subset of d helper nodes. Indeed, to repair node i, the scheme accesses symbols tc j,m | m : b m P Ť eiPEi e i B i u on the node j, i.e., the symbols c j,m with m " pm i ,m i q and pm i ,m i q P tpu`qs, uq | u " 0, . . . , s´1; q " 0, . . . , pp i´1 q{s´1u Y tpp i´1 , s´1qu.
Clearly the values of m are independent of j P R. This simplifies the implementation, and therefore represents a desirable property of the scheme. In this section, we generalize this observation and give conditions for it to hold.
Let C be an pn, kq linear scalar MDS code of length n over finite field K, and let r " n´k be the number of parity nodes. Let F be a subfield of K such that rK : F s " l. For a subset M Ă K we write dim F pM q to refer to the dimension of the subspace spanned by the elements of M over F . The following result is a starting point of our considerations.
Theorem 13 ([16] ). The code C has an optimal linear repair scheme over F with repair degree d " n´1 if and only if for every i " 1, . . . , n there exist l codewords pc K t,1 , . . . , c K t,n q P C K , t " 1, . . . , l such that
r .
We go on to define the main object of this section.
Definition 2. Let C be a scalar MDS code that has a linear repair scheme for repair of a single node with optimal bandwidth, based on dual codewords c K 1 , . . . , c K l . The scheme is said to have constant repair subspaces if for every i " 1, . . . , n and every R Ă rnsztiu, |R| " d, the information downloaded from a helper node c j , j P R to repair the failed node c i does not depend on the index j. Namely, the subspace S piq j :" Span F pc K 1,j , . . . , c K l,j q, j P R is independent of the index j, i.e., S piq j " S piq for some linear subspace S piq Ď K.
The notion of constant repair subspaces was mentioned earlier in the literature on general MSR codes, for instance, see [11] .
The algorithms below in this section rely on a proposition which we cite from [21] .
Proposition 14. Let C be an pn, n´rq MDS code and let rns " J Y J c , where J, |J| " r is the set of parity coordinates. Let H " ph 1 , . . . , h n q be a parity-check matrix of C, where h i denote its columns. The code C has an optimal linear repair scheme over F with repair degree d " n´1 if and only if for each j P J c there exist r vectors a u P K l{r , u " 1, . . . , r such that
where A :" Diagpa 1 , . . . , a r q is an lˆr block-diagonal matrix with blocks formed by single columns. Furthermore for every subspace A u " Span F pa u q, u " 1, . . . , r (the F -linear span of the entries of a u ) we have
Remark 2. The matrix A in Proposition 14 depends on the matrix H and the choice of J, but we suppress this dependence from the notation for simplicity.
Before presenting the algorithms for finding a basis for optimal-access repair we briefly digress to state some conditions for an optimal linear repair scheme to have constant repair subspaces. First, we rephrase their definition based Proposition 14.
Definition 3. An optimal linear repair scheme for the code C is said to have constant repair subspaces if for every j " 1, . . . , n there exists a vector h P K r such that Span F pAh i q " Span F pAhq for every i P t1, . . . , nuztju. Here the matrix A is as in Proposition 14, and it depends on H and the particular choice of the information coordinates.
Proposition 15. Suppose that A 1 " A 2 "¨¨¨" A r for each i " 1, . . . , n, and that for every j P t1, . . . , nuztiu there exists v P t1, . . . , ru such that h v,j P F , then there exists an optimal linear repair scheme for the code C which has constant repair subspaces.
Proof. Let V denote any of the (coinciding) repair subspaces. By Proposition 14, we have dim F pVq " l{r. Suppose that J is the subset of parity coordinates, and the matrix H is represented in systematic form. In this case, for every j P J c , h u,j ‰ 0 for all u " 1 . . . , r, and we have dim F pVh u,j q " l{r. Note that
where the sum on the right is a sum of linear spaces. By Proposition 14, we also have l{r " dim F pAh j q " dim F p ř r u"1 Vh u,j q. Therefore, Vh 1,j " Vh 2,j "¨¨¨" Vh r,j , j P J c ztiu.
Since for each j ‰ i there exists v P t1, . . . , ru such that h v,j P F, it follows that Vh v,j " V. On account of (46) and (47), we have Span F pAh j q " V " Span F pA¨1q for every j P t1, . . . , nuztiu, where 1 is the all-ones column vector of length r. By Definition 3 this completes the proof.
The assumptions of this proposition are satisfied, for instance, for the RS subfamily of [21] , which therefore have constant repair subspaces (this observation was previously not stated in published literature).
Proposition 16. If there exists an optimal linear repair scheme for the code C which has constant repair subspaces, then A 1 " A 2 "¨¨¨" A r for every j " 1, . . . , n.
Proof. Indeed, since H J is the identity, for j P J we have Span F pAh j q " A t for some t P t1, . . . , ru. It follows that A 1 " A 2 "¨¨¨" A r .
B. Optimal access for the case of constant repair subspaces
The codes constructed in Sec. IV above form essentially the only known example of RS codes that afford repair with optimal access. For instance, the optimal-repair RS codes in [21] are not known to support optimal access, and the repair scheme in [21] is far from having this property. Prior works on the problem of access cost for RS repair [23] - [25] also do not give examples of repair schemes with optimal access. In this section we show that any family of scalar MDS codes with optimal repair can be furnished with a repair scheme with optimal access, and this includes the code family in [21] . Unfortunately, our results are not explicit; rather, we present an algorithm that produces a basis for representing nodes of the codeword that supports optimal-access repair.
As in Sec. V-A, let F be a subfield of K such that rK : F s " l. Let C be an pn, k " n´rq linear scalar MDS code of length n over K equipped with a repair scheme over F that attains the bound (2) for repair of a single node. Let us represent C in systematic form, choosing a subset J Ď t1, . . . , nu, |J| " r for the parity symbols and J c for the data symbols. Let H be an rˆn parity-check matrix for C such that H J is the rˆr identity matrix,
In this section we assume that there exists an optimal repair scheme over F for C that has constant repair subspaces, and that the repair degree is d " n´1. We will lift both assumptions and show that our result holds in general in the next section. For a given j " 1, . . . , n consider the subspaces A i , i " 1, . . . , r defined in Proposition 14. Under the assumption of constant repair subspaces, they coincide, and we use the notation V j to refer to any of them.
Consider the following procedure (Algorithm 1) that interatively collects vectors to form a basis of K{F that supports optimal-access repair.
Proposition 17. Upon completion of Algorithm 1 we have B j " V j for j " 1, . . . , n, and thus B j is a basis for V j over F .
Proof. From Algorithm 1, we have 
By definition, Span F pB 1 Y B 2 q " V 1`V2 , and so the set B 1 Y B 2 is a basis of V 1`V2 over F . By a straightforward induction argument, we conclude that Ť n j"1 B j is a basis for
It follows that we can extend the setB " Ť n j"1 B j to a basis B of K over F . Now we are ready to present a repair scheme for the code C with the optimal access property. Let B " pb m q be the basis of K over F constructed above and let B˚" pbmq be its dual basis. Given a codeword c " pc 1 , . . . , c n q P C, we expand its coordinates in the basis B˚, writing
Suppose that c i is the erased coordinate of c (the "failed node"). The starting point, as above, is Eq. (34), and our first step is to choose l dual codewords c K t , t " 1, . . . , l that support the repair. Construct the lˆn matrix C K " AH and take the rows of C to be the needed codewords c K t . Since c K t¨c " 0 for all t, we have c K t,i c i "´ř n j"1 j‰i c K t,j c j for all t " 1, . . . , l. Computing the trace tr K{F , we obtain
Note that for each j P t1, . . . , nuztiu, we have
where the last equality follows by the assumption of constant repair subspaces. By Proposition 17, the set B i Ď B is a basis for V i over F . Therefore, c K t,j can be linearly generated by the set B i for every t " 1, . . . , l. More precisely, let B i " tb i,u | u " 1, . . . , l{ru, then we have
for some γ j,u , u " 1, . . . , l{r. Substituting into (50), we obtain the equality
It follows that to determine the left-hand side of (53), on each node c j , j ‰ i the repair procedure needs to access the set of symbols tc j,m | tr K{F pb i,u bmq " 1u. Since B i Ď B and B˚is the dual basis of B for K over F, the cardinality of this subset equals |B i | " l{r, verifying that the repair can be accomplished with the minimum possible access cost.
C. Optimal-access repair for general scalar MSR codes
In this section we extend the above arguments for optimal repair schemes that do not necessarily have constant repair subspaces. This is done by a simple extension of Algorithm 1. We use the same notation as in Sec. V-B.
1) Repair degree d " n´1:
Assume that the index of the failed node is i P t1, . . . , nu. By Proposition 14, for each j P t1, . . . , nuztiu, we have dim F pA u q " dim F pAh j q " l r , u " 1, . . . , r.
It follows that for j P J c ztiu we have
Let J " pi 1 , . . . , i r q be the set of parity nodes written in increasing order of their indices, and for i t P J let σpi t q " t. Define 5 Ω Ð t1, . . . , nu 2 ztpi, iq | i " 1, . . . , nu; 6 for u Ð 0 to n 2´n´1 do 7 foreach I Ď Ω such that |I| " u do 8Ī Ð ΩzI; The proofs of Propositions 19 and 20 follow closely the proofs of Proposition 17 and 18 and will be omitted.
Now it is not difficult to see that we can repair the failed node c i with optimal access cost relying on the basis B. Indeed, for each j P t1, . . . , nuztiu, we have Span F pc K 1,j , . . . , c K l,j q " Span F pAh j q " V 
Therefore, each node c j , j ‰ i needs to access the set of symbols tc j,m | tr K{F pb pjq i,u bmq " 1u, whose cardinality is given by |B pjq i | " l{r. It follows that the repair scheme has the optimal access property.
2) Arbitrary repair degree:
So far we assumed that the repair relies on all the surviving nodes except for the single failed node, i.e., |R| " n´1. In this section we derive the most general version of the result of this section, that any scalar MDS code can be repaired with optimal access from any subset of helper nodes R of size d, k`1 ď d ď n´1. Let s :" d´k`1.
Let G " rg 1 |g 2 | . . . |g n s be a kˆn generator matrix of C, where g i is a k-column over K. Let i P t1, . . . , nu and let R S tiu be a subset of d helper nodes. LetR " R Y tiu and GR be the kˆpd`1q submatrix formed by the columns g j , j PR. Clearly, GR defines a pd`1, kq punctured code CR of the code C. Since C is MDS, the code CR is itself MDS. Let HR " ph pRq i , i " 1, . . . , d`1q be an the sˆpd`1q parity-check matrix of the code CR. Recalling Remark 1, the code generated by HR is a shortened code pC K qR, i.e., a subcode of C K formed of the codewords with zeros in the coordinates inR c .
Suppose that the code C can optimally repair any single failed node i from the coordinates in R "Rztiu. This means that the MDS code CR can optimally repair any single failed node i from the helper nodeŝ Rztiu. Let J ĎR, |J| " s and i R J and assume without loss of generality that the submatrix HR J is an sˆs identity matrix. Now Proposition 14 applied for the code CR guarantees that there exist vectors a u P K l{s , u " 1, . . . , s such that the block-diagonal matrix A " Diagpa 1 , . . . , a s q satisfies
dim F pA u q " l s , u " 1, . . . , s,
where A u :" Span F pa u q.
It follows from (59) and (60) that for j PRzpJ Y tiuq, we have
where σ is a bijection between J and t1, . . . , su defined as before (54). The procedure to construct a basis for optimal-access repair in this case is constructed as a modification of Algorithm 2, and is given in Algorithm 3.
Similarly to the previous sections, we have the following propositions, whose proofs are analogous to the proofs of Propositions 17 and 18. The basis of K over F constructed in the algorithm enables us to construct an optimal-access repair scheme for the code C. Let d P tk`1, . . . , n´1u be the repair degree. Let pc 1 , . . . , c n q be a codeword of the code C written on the storage nodes, and suppose that the failed node is i and that R be the set of d helper nodes. Let A be the block-diagonal matrix defined above, constructed with respect to i and HR. Define the matrix C K " AHR and note that its rows c K t , t " 1, . . . , l form codewords of the code dual to the punctured code CR. Letting c K t " pc K t,i q iPR , we can write
Similarly to (50), we have tr K{F pc K t,i c i q "´ÿ jPR l´1 ÿ m"0 tr K{F pc K t,j bmqc j,m ,
where B˚" pb˚q is the dual basis of the basis B. Note that for j P R we have Span F pc K 1,j , . . . , c K l,j q " Span F pAh j q " V pjq R,i .
